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Selected Haiku, with Essays and Commentary. Part I: 1937–1960, 

$˝ x %˝. 

Reviewed by Hiroaki Sato

aneko Tôta  㔘Ꮔඩኯ
some of those not in the know — those not familiar with “modern 

— may find to be clumsy, incompetent, or nothing more than 
snippets of prose left unfinished. Take the two pieces that the tanka 

ᒷ⏛ḿ�  exalts as “the masterpieces that 

� ᭜ࡊℾഭࡊ⇷ᚨᆀࣤࢮࣚࡡ

 wankyokushi kashôshi bakushinchi no marathon

� ⳱㮿ཋዥ㝔࡞࠵ᮟ┸

 kareina hakahara join arawani mura nemuri

Kaneko Tohta: Selected Haiku, Part I

of the translation group that produced the book under review, seems to have an 
odd notion of gendai 
Modern Haiku.

ûta et al., eds., Gendai haiku zenshû û ô

࠹ࡊ࠾
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The first one could easily be a puzzle. Read it simply, without, for ex
ample, speculating from the Chinese characters employed what might 
be meant, and it seems to say, “Curved, burnt, (a or the) marathon at 

bakushinchi
thing in Japan, the point where either of the two atomic bombs dropped 

portentous, something macabre, as it must be talking about Hiroshima 

nese characters applied to wankyoku

Also, if the same Japanese reader happens to come across this piece in 
a text that gives the reading kashôshi for ℾഭࡊ, he may wonder: Why 

yakedoshi. A 
Japanese writer can facilitate the readings of difficult Chinese charac
ters or suggest or impose a specific reading on a word by the use of the 

Then, when told that this piece is meant to be a haiku, the reader 

the haiku form. There have of course been hypersyllabic haiku, most 
people know, as they learn in school that even the haiku saint Bashô 
ⰰⶸ�

� ࡓểࣜእ⭘࡙ࡗ࠹ኇἴࣣࡡᷫ

 ro no koe nami o utte harawata kôru yo ya namida

Kashôshi his postwar haiku history, Waga sengo 
haiku-shi Kaneko Tôta / Takayanagi 
Shigenobu shû Gendai haiku 
zenshû

ôta, Haiku nyûmon (Hokuyô
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This 
bound to be told that Bashô wrote such pieces only during a short period 
when he was trying to break out of the constraints of the by then firmly es

case, the teacher may not give that kind of explication, even if he notes that 

The second piece — which seems to say something even more 
puzzling, “Resplendent cemetery field: vaginas exposed the village 

of great works Nagasaki

� けࡡᾇࣇ࡞ᾃࡂ㢄࡙

 nishi no umi ni buoy uku zugai yori nurete

But 
addresses at some length by making a distinction between onsetsu 㡚
⟿ bunsetsu ᩝ⟿

al indicators, yûki ᭯Ꮢ teikei ᏽᆵ. 

Toyoichirô ይ㇇ୌ㑳
when he said: “a haiku with no seasonal indicator and in no set form 

ists, in contrast, neither insist on seasonal indicators nor the set form, 

Haiku nyûmon
ô geppô (monthly pamphlet) at

tached to Gendai haiku zenshû
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although, mindful of the kind of danger Miyoshi warned against, most 
of them do not seem to go whole hog.

will. For one thing, his idea of including or not including seasonal in
dicators, kigo Ꮢㄊ or kidai Ꮢ㢗, is far from radical. Many of the “tra

kigo have lost their specificities,  he says, and argues for add
shin-daizai ᩺㢗ᮞ, defining their overall character 

nikukan ⫏វ, saying they consist of three categories:

nikutai ⫏మ: human body, animal body, and such

jikan 㛣: things that show the passage of time, such as 

morning, noon, evening

tsuchi ᅰ

wind, sky, earth, mountain, and sea

kigo
kigo is a history of expanding inclusive

ness. ኚ▴␊▦

Gendai haiku keyword jiten
㯦⏛ᮝᏄ

gendai saijiki.

kata ᆵ, is absolutely necessary, 

of this poetic form, even as he argues that it is to make the matter “too 

The definition of haiku he offers, then, is “the shortest poetic form 
᭩▯ᏽᆵモᙟ).

Haiku nyûmon
Haiku nyûmon

One Hundred Frogs: From Renga to Haiku to English
Japanese Women Poets (M.E. 

Haiku nyûmon
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doesn’t seem to have written hiposyllabic haiku — pieces that fall well 

This contrasts with the advocates of jiyûritsu
kôgo

sui  ⲮཋἠỀ ôsai ᑹᓧᨲသ
ᰡᯐୌ▴㊨

to deviate from the monolinear format. He does discuss departures 
from what he calls “the usual practice of writing haiku in a single line 

space, punctuation, and lineation.
㧏ᰏ㔔ಘ

even quotes in full his most extravagant example, one broken into three 

and warns that, if you follow suit, you will end up, unless you are care

will also risk “the danger of turning the haiku itself into something 

never stepped outside the monolinear form and used no intralinear 
space, no punctuation, before or since.

Kaneko Tohta: Selected Haiku, Part I: 1937–1960 comes with a seem
ingly formidable editorial apparatus yet with odd, at times tangential, 

Shinchô spe
cial, Tanka haiku senryû 101 nen: 1892–1992 ô
valuable compilation presents one tanka, haiku, and senryû poet for each of the 

Japanese Women 
Poets

Haiku nyûmon
Haiku nyûmon
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ô û

but not by the originals, and translator biographies.

note, despite Gilbert’s declaration that “haiku are presented separately 

Gilbert also says that his subject is “virtually unknown outside of 

haiku to be found, few give an indication of the philosophic or critical 

The first thing you notice is that the translations come in a variety 
of formats, from one to four lines, with various indentations and in
terlinear spacing, some printed aslant across the page. At least one is 
presented as a concrete poem. Gilbert justifies this variegated approach 

followed any of them as far as the form is concerned. Let us look at 
some of the translations.

� ⱕࡀ╉๑㖘ᦹࡗࡀࡥ࡞ඹ

 wakaki waga ganzen jûgeki ni hikitsuru hei

 before my youthful eyes a soldier twitches away

             gunfire
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both The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics and The Oxford Com-
panion to the English Language say there are two kinds of meter (metre): quantita

right after the Japanese naval facilities there, along with four cruisers 

note says something mysterious: “At a point of composition, in this 

translated in two lines, seems to obscure unnecessarily what it’s about:

� ࡒᅰẰᾇ㝷࡚ᡬࡡྞࡡࣂࢪ

 spy no na no domin umigiwa de utaru

 as a spy a native

                               struck down at the shore

the haiku saying that the Chuuk person or people who had just ar

umigiwa
utaru

what he meant by utaru
 irregular and adding a few syl
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domin (ᅰẰ),’ native, is 

not have been a matter of concern on an island of annihilative slaugh
ter and touchy vengeance.

ing haiku, but only to confuse.

� ṽࡍࡈࡂἠࡌ࡞ᅰẰࡡ

 satsurikusarezu izumi ni utsusu domin no jôji

 away from slaughter
 the image reflects in a spring:
 native love affair

But there’s trouble with the original as well, even as it appears to blend 
murderousness with idyll à la Melville’s Typee.

Utsusu is a transitive verb, but who or what is casting the idyllic 
image of a lovemaking indigenous couple  —  assuming it is just one 

ing couple or, though unlikely, the one who is casting the image of the 

History of Japanese Literature 
more than a hundred years ago, W.G. Aston was compelled to quote 
Horace, brevis esse laborat, obscurus fit.  Even so.

A History of Japanese Literature (Rutland, Vt., and Tokyo, 
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ôta, Waga sengo haiku shi 

what he saw. The translators have worked on two of them.

 wankyokushi kashôshi bakushinchi no marathon

 among the twisted and charred

             marathon at

                             Ground Zero

The short haiku form often, inevitably, prompts the writer uncer

translator would have to resort to his own creativity for a reasonable 

decided that this piece described the warped, burnt debris of the build
ings devastated by the atomic bomb blast.

the city, many sections were still in ruins, but they were also vigorously 

often did, when he saw a group of marathoners “running with youth

their bodies suddenly “become disfigured, get burns, and collapse — 
that image burnt into my head, reappearing repeatedly a number of 

from a touch of editing.

“kashô” (ℾഭ) is usually pronounced “yakedo
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ûta et al., eds., Gendai haiku zenshû ôta, Waga 
sengo haiku shi

The translators’ understanding of the second piece is not far off the 
mark but it has problems.
 
 kareina hakahara join arawani mura nemuri

 splendid field of gravestones
            labia uncovered

          the village sleeps

First off, join (ዥ㝔 inshin 
(㝔ွ). Join

Vagina: A New 
Biography has recently elicited ferocious ire from weighty female crit
ics. Anyway, here the translators seem to have allowed free rein to their 
pornographic or else clinical imaginations. That may be why they fol

arawani.
Then, they compound the matter by probing into the etymology 

of join in their note: “join [sic] (ዥ㝔): woman (ዥ) + hidden (㝔). 
‘hoto’ (㝔) (vagina) is used in the ancient Kojiki and Nihonshoki 

True, in a way, but the word ዥ㝔 is likely to derive from the Chinese 

word for the female genitalia, the Chinese characters applied to the 
indigenous word hoto in Kojiki  ཿエ are ⶵⓇ. The note as regards 
genitalia, in any case, is totally irrelevant.

The remainder of the note quotes from an earlier volume in this 
Ikimonofûei, and it seems to depend on the accounts 

turned out to be a cemetery. For some reason many of the gravestones 

ing fishing village was dilapidated, dirty, and decadent, with women 
sloppily obscenely attired, and so forth.
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Does Kaneko Tohta: Selected Haiku, Part I,
Tôta as one of “the most important literary and cultural innovators of 

The Art of Haiku: Its History through Poems and Paintings by Japanese 
Masters,

$˝ x $˝

in full color.

Reviewed by David G. Lanoue

haven’t felt this excited about opening a new book about Japanese 
The Essential 

Haiku: Versions of Basho, Buson, and Issa. But perhaps because he came 

reate — Hass’s tome was a disappointment for readers like me who 

Higginson and wanted fresh insights or at least new information on 
classical Japanese haiku tradition. The Essential Haiku was a good effort 
at popularization but broke no new ground. However, cracking open 
my review copy of Addiss’s book, my experience was decidedly differ
ent. Addiss is an expert in Japanese art, folklore, literature, and Bud
dhism who understands Japanese, translating all of his examples himself 

of more than thirty books about East Asian art and culture and as the 
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delight, he has written a book that taught me much and will serve as 

Romanized transcriptions and not the original forms of the tanka and 

omission to a publisher’s lack of Japanese fonts, but such an excuse is 
no longer possible. Addiss embeds some Japanese words, in Japanese, 
in his commentary, so his publisher certainly could have duplicated the 
original texts that one would expect in a critical book.

sources, many of which repeat the legend that the poem was “found 

recommend this book. Addiss’s introduction to haiku is the best in 

moment on the tabula rasa of consciousness — the poet’s or the read

situate haiku by means of myriad examples from figures both major 
and minor, male and female, and from Japanese literary and spiritual 
traditions. His treatment of haiku’s antecedents from tanka to Zen is 
superb, and superbly balanced. He doesn’t overstate, for example, the 
importance of Zen Buddhism to haiku (as Blyth did) but rather ad

must not be ignored.
A particular joy of this book is Addiss’s informed and nuanced dis

cussion of haiga and the subtle interplay of image and text — reproduc
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The Art of Haiku
duction to Japanese haiku in the context of Japanese culture, supported 

begun reading this second book, skipping Addiss’s prose commentary 
and, this time, concentrating exclusively on his wonderfully translated 

    moonflowers —    when the wound

    out the window    he was beheaded
  Bashô  anonymous senryu

    the sound of rats    after killing the spider
 walking on dishes — it gets lonely —
    the coldness    cold evening
  Buson  Shiki

recommend that my students — and you — take the time to read and 
enjoy both books.

The Temple Bell Stops: Contemporary Poems of Grief, Loss and Change, 
edited by Robert Epstein (Baltimore: Modern English Tanka Press, 

Checkout Time is Noon: Death Awareness Haiku, by Robert Epstein 

or from online booksellers.

A Walk Around Spring Lake, 
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Reviewed by Paul Miller

After completing his recent anthology Dreams Wander On: Con-
temporary Poems of Death Awareness

a number of poems that for whatever reason were not included. He 
discovered as he further sifted through them that many were not so 
much related to death awareness, but to the many forms of loss instead. 
Those poems became the material for his latest anthology, The Temple 
Bell Stops.

 
Exploration as a form of engagement is exactly how Epstein sees both 
the death awareness of his previous anthology and these poems on loss. 

There are far too many kinds of loss (“the death of a parent, spouse, 
sibling, friend … divorce or relationship breakup … a falling out … 
foreclosure … a layoff or job termination … a miscarriage … changes 

ery and liveliness, as if by investigating the loss the poet has rekindled 

dispute the notion that loss and recovery are in many ways the same 
coin. This isn’t to say that the various poets come off as aloof or emo
tionless. For example, a poem by Raquel D. Bailey is heartbreakingly 

present. There is a glow about this poem.

    open casket:
the kiss
    that used to wake you

any number of writers related to loss. This shouldn’t have been surpris
ing since haiku so perfectly capture immediacy and sense impression.  
Epstein nicely adds: “Thus, even in the midst of death, loss or change, 
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our intuition is miraculously able to apprehend the inextricable con

only later does the everyday mind or ego catch up in terms of compre

 cycling with my son — Veteran’s Day
 this is the autumn we only want

  Curtis Dunlap  Lenard D. Moore

strong poems.

Checkout Time is Noon
death awareness. Like the poems in his anthologies, he is not wal

A wonderful phrase, and one which aptly applies to his own explora
tions, solidly grounded as they are in the American haiku main. 

when it’s time

open 
the songbird home

This is a wonderful poem. The space between lines one and two makes 

is a nice misdirection as if he is speaking to the reader, following the 

a human hesitation. The song in the last line redeems him. 

 tonight it won’t last

 the wind passes through blue moon

This is a strong collection. Epstein, if he ever needed it, has synthe

voice that is Epstein’s own that comes through. 
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A Walk Around Spring Lake

joy in the lake. 

 skipping stones emergency exits

At times, perhaps because of the pull the lake has on him, you can 
feel Epstein trying to understand the lake — rather than just be of it: 
over there / among the reeds / my answer.
lectualization. And a few seem a bit trite: hey! that biker / just made off 
with / my blues. Although perhaps this gives a wider range to the col
lection as a whole, to illustrate the variety of feelings the lake provides 

Lakes & Now Wolves, 
%˝ x 

publisher at www.modernhaiku.org.

Reviewed by Eve Luckring

To 
enced by gendai haiku is to miss the larger mission of his exhilarat

ing and sensitive work, which lakes & now wolves, Metz’s first collection, 
makes clear. Perhaps more than any other young contemporary poet 
writing haiku, Metz emulates Bashô’s restless efforts to study the past 

culture of his day, and to free it from pedantic and formulaic strictures. 
Metz is one of Bashô’s best students with regard to the principle of fueki 
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ryûkô (᪾Ὦ⾔
career Bashô exemplified fueki ryûkô through his study of Chinese phi
losophy and literature, as well as his knowledge of earlier Japanese poets 

ô ôgi), while constantly exploring how to rein

another god
built of words
moon tugging

ô never recorded his ideas about fueki ryûkô directly, after 
his death his students debated exactly what he meant by this concept 

kojin: ཿெ), the 
notable poets of the past. His students debated what kinds of changes 
truly advanced haikai and furthered the pursuit of what Bashô called 

fuga no makoto (㢴㞖ࡡㄌ). These debates 
continue today, with Metz, like Bashô, seeking to gain haikai entry into 
the larger poetic and cultural traditions of his era.

roots coming back to roost

Metz is a relentless experimenter, never settling into predictable for
mulas, always willing to forego the supposed transparency of words and 
plain speech for play with syntactical shape, punctuation, visualization of 
a poem on the page, and poetic devices typically antithetical to the tradi

to the intrepid explorers of the period who traversed similar territories.

haiku, and the increasing number of translations of postwar and con
temporary Japanese haiku, have clearly demonstrated that the preva

necessarily the essence of haiku, but a manifestation of it.

with the Beat Generation’s experimentation with haiku (inspired by the 
translations most in circulation at that time) influenced how haiku laid 
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American haiku had a rawness, immediacy, and concreteness. How

image changed. With image becoming the predominant language of a 

Consider that the transparency of language has been skillfully probed 

Hejinian, Bernstein, and Armantrout, all of whom have much to offer 
writers of haiku. Most importantly, many more translations of modern 
Japanese haiku have greatly expanded and destabilized earlier notions 
of what haiku has been and can be. (To name a few: Fay Aoyagi’s blog, 
Blue Willow Haiku World, the bilingual collection Haiku Universe for 
the 21st Century ôkai, and Richard Gil

contextualizes Metz’s work, while any careful reader will find that he is 
well versed in classical Japanese haiku.

transparent. 

bridge (one last time its eyes close on us).

you all have seen hundreds of poems about roses and you know 

that in that line the rose is red for the first time in English poetry for a 

hundred years.

As Philip Rowland aptly points out in his insightful introduction to 
lakes & now wolves, what some readers may find most challenging about 
Metz’s use of language and syntax is actually his attempt to more fully 
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between the particular and the universal — principles much heralded in 
 

to more fully participate in the poem, even if it is to do so in an unfa

stretches in new ways exactly that quality of haiku — how actively the 

to describe haiku.

i exit a birdsong a feather

Though Metz disagrees with the idea that haiku needs kigo (and ad
vocates instead for muki-kigo and an expansive definition of nature, 
rather than seasonality) this collection demonstrates that his relation

the blood rushing through my blowhole winter stars

also makes clear one of his greatest strengths, his commitment to deep
ening the connection between contemporary haiku and its cultural con
text, not only through skillful allusion to Japanese haiku and Western 
literature, but in his address of the contemporary political landscape.

like
sho
ot
ing
fish
Gaza

At his best, Metz exhibits a deep empathy for the world around him.
However, for him the world is not confined to what we can name, 

the enigmatic, and the ambiguous, making it fully palpable, returning 
us to the mystical power of words.
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a whale
and then a word
part of the burning

Metz’s poetry, as well as his tireless work as a critic and editor, has been 
instrumental in stirring healthy and robust discussions among poets, 

haiku that drives Metz to rekindle its flames with his provocative and 
playful touch. lakes & now wolves should be on the bookshelf of every 
committed writer of haiku. There is much to learn from these poems. 
Much to learn.

without permission part of me begins to bloom

Sketches of Mexico,
%˝ x %

Reviewed by George Swede

ew 
and since then has built a reputation for excellence in all of hai

Desert Hours, 

Sketches of Mexico
tion with the people and culture south of the border and the eventual 

the interior (Guadalajara, Mexico City), none of her haiku evoke them 

focus on experiences in seaside towns more familiar to tourists who visit 
Mexico for a week or two. 
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 gusts blow up incoming tide
 the privacy curtain mariachis move closer
 beach baño to the seawall

 poolside margaritas hawkers
 here too ready for cruise ships
 birds squabble Acapulco

 blessing us mole spooned on
 the cliff diver grilled snapper
 takes our tip rendezvous at eight

 

master artists.

They are the final product, brimming with insight and mystery.

 Tijuana club city outskirts
 a flash of gold a man and his cart
 whenever he laughs the color of dust

 the motorcycle assignation
 swings into traffic the cabby outside
 dadmomtwokids with his smoke rings

 agave its sharp edges tequila

Sketches of Mexico does not  
illustrate life specific to that country.

 ocean thunder palapa shade

 in the cresting wave the sea
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 sway in the wind to please you
 girls in bikinis then ask for another

 shadows of lovers a girl steps out
 round sea caves in a bikini

These fine haiku show that seaside life is indistinguishable from one 

vational and poetic skills would have revealed them. 

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics, by Roland Greene, 

˝ x 

Reviewed by Charles Trumbull

The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics has been a basic refer
ence work for literary scholars and poets since it first appeared in 

been in my library for almost two decades.
The good news is that the new edition contains more articles in our 

field, possibly signaling a growing interest in haiku etc., both in terms 
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stellar lineup than these scholars — like the current roster, all university 
professors — and their contributions are uniformly excellent. 

haiku, just enough to put the short verse form into the larger context. 

summary of the evolution of haiku from renga up to the changeover 

kigo or kidai.

haiku that uses both. We could have wanted a fuller discussion of these 
topics which lie at the core of haiku poetics. 

present, although, given all the fuss in the West recently over gendai 
haiku, the lack of any mention here poses a few questions. 

Ueda’s earlier coverage of the topic. Both focus on the evolution of 
poetics in waka and devote very little space to haikai and none to haiku 

duction to the origins of the form, but his brief treatment of contem

longer than that on haibun seems disproportionate, but his essay is 
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can poetry with only passing mention of work by Japanese Americans, 

Japanese American poet. 

rived from the author’s recent academic work (Haiku Poetics in Twen-
tieth-Century Avant-Garde Poetry
MH

clusions. The first section begins with the outrageous statement, “The 

despite the early likely efforts of Dutch traders, Portuguese missionar

Johnson’s second section mentions Amy Lowell, Ezra Pound, and 

tion of poets in America in the same period such as E.E. Cummings, 

enced by haiku. For his third section, however, Johnson jumps to what 

with East Asian poetry, Johnson says, is “perhaps the greatest among 

ô

ted space to haiku outside Japan, averring that French were the first to take 
up the form and mentioning Latin American poets in passing, before ze
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Two meaty paragraphs deal with publications and organizational mat

these things in Johnson’s article. From the latter piece, one would get the 

and that Western haiku apparently has long since atrophied. 
The Princ-

eton Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics for “senryû
of Japanese aesthetics such as sabi, wabi, mono no aware, or karumi, 

in passing yûgen, omokage, yojô, and a few attributes of renga linkages). 

haiku poets. And while we’re niggling, we might also mention a couple 

vowels in rômaji words have been converted to macrons. 
Without gainsaying that this volume overall is a monumental 

achievement, from the narrow standpoint of the Western haiku poet or 
someone who has a professional or avocational interest in haiku world
wide, the new edition of The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry & Poetics 
is a case of two steps forward and one giant step back.

The Fragrance of Dust: Haiku Stories Poems,
-˝ x $

Bamboo Dreams: An Anthology of Haiku Poetry from Ireland, ed

 x %

$
publisher at www.doghousebooks.ie.
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Reviewed by Charles Trumbull

The 
that has been apparent for some years: haiku is alive and thriving 

to the The Fragrance of Dust we learn that after seeing his first haiku in 

journal Haiku Spirit

print, however, though this is his second collection of haiku. 

that over the years he had developed his own approach to haiku in that 

creative path has led him pretty much to the place where the rest of the 

The subtitle of The Fragrance of Dust is somewhat misleading. The 

longer poems and sequences that are only sometimes haiku. The haiku 
tend toward the poetic, lyrical, and metaphoric, for example these,  
selected at random from various places in the book:

 nails into fog for a stray cat

 coughing Dinner alfresco
    and the stranger upstairs serenaded from the rooftop
       coughs too by a cricket
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Anatoly 
Shamrock in 

the contributors. All but a score of the poets are so far relatively un
known internationally, and judging from their listed publication cred

Shamrock and the 

is a sampling of the contents:

 honeycomb — blackbird
 honey and darkness stored holding the winter sun
 for the long winter in its beak
  Noel Duffy  Ciarán Parkes

 a pause there must be light
 in the discussion where they come from —
 soft summer rain chestnut blossoms
  Maeve O’Sullivan  Gabriel Rosenstock

Bamboo Dreams is a worthy addition to your bookshelf alongside other 
The Iron Book of British Haiku 

Another Country: Haiku 
Poetry from Wales 


